Bookmetrix is a platform developed by Springer and Altmetric that offers you a comprehensive overview of the impact of your book by providing various book-level and chapter-level metrics all in one place.

The story doesn’t end when your book is published
You might wonder who is reading or citing your book, where it gets talked about, where it gets put into practice, or what its influence on the real world is. These are important questions but are difficult to answer. By bringing together different metrics from different sources in one place, Bookmetrix helps you answer most of these questions and get an impression of the impact of your book on the academic world and society in general.

What metrics will be available?
From every book and chapter page on SpringerLink as well as from the Papers reference manager, you will be able to link out to bookmetrix.com, where the different metrics for your individual book and/or chapter are displayed and visualized:
The Citations tab displays book-level and chapter-level citations derived from CrossRef, while the Mentions tab shows how the book/chapter has been mentioned and discussed in policy documents, news outlets, blogs and social networks, based on data from Altmetric. The Readers tab provides information on how many people have saved the book/chapter to their reference manager, including information about their demographics. The Downloads tab provides the total and monthly download numbers per book/chapter as recorded on SpringerLink, and lastly the Reviews tab shows the number of available book reviews.

How will Bookmetrix help you?
Bookmetrix not only offers you a comprehensive overview of your book’s usage and reach, the data provided also helps you answer questions from your funder about the broader impact of your work. In addition, it helps you demonstrate the engagement surrounding your research, establish ongoing relationships with key bloggers, policy makers or media outlets, and benchmark your work against other titles or peers in your field.

For more information, please visit springer.com/bookmetrix

Contact us at bookmetrix@springer.com